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Tom Hanks  and Mary J. Blige, featured on one edition of W Magazine's  February 2018 is sue, celebrate love in Hollywood. Image credit: W
Magazine.

 
By BRIELLE JAEKEL

Cond Nast-owned W Magazine introduced readers to its remodeled format with an unlikely actor pair and
advertisers such as Chanel adorning the February 2018 issue's pages.

As the print world becomes less of a needed commodity due to digital, W Magazine is focusing on what makes a
tangible publication valuable. The February 2018 issue marked W Magazine's inaugural dive into creating
installments that feel more akin to collectibles by embracing the notion that Hollywood figures should support one
another.

Print in a digital world
W Magazine recently announced plans to scale back circulation of its  printed property in an effort to make print
more luxurious.

In the past, W Magazine, lead by editor in chief Stefano Tonchi, had produced 11 monthly print editions, but from
February 2018 onward, the title will only publish eight times per year. W Magazine's decision is backed by an
ideology that print can be more luxurious and a collectible, rather than something discarded quickly after it has been
read (see more).

The February 2018 issue, printed on matte paper stock, is the first part of W Magazine's new strategy, which was
dubbed the Best Performances edition, in time for awards season.

Actors Tom Hanks and Mary J. Blige, both in films with a variety of nominations this year, were depicted on the
cover of the issue hugging with text that reads, "Love wins."

The decision for these two actors, who are in two different films, to be featured on the cover together was meant to
celebrate the mix of generations and personalities in Hollywood. W Magazine is urging Hollywood to support each
other, and inspire the world to embrace a similar notion.

Cover variations included Jennifer Lawrence with Emma Stone, Nicole Kidman and Margot Robbie, Gal Gadot with
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James Franco and Daniela Vega together with Robert Patterson and others. Multiple covers also increased the
collectibility of W Magazine's February 2018 issue.

Chanel featured in W Magazine's February inside cover. Image credit: Chanel.

Chanel was featured on the inside front cover, with a colorful four pages to kick off the issue. Gucci, Dior and Prada
followed suit, with ads on four pages in W magazine's front of book advertising section.
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Gucci appears in W Magazine, Feb. 2018. Image credit: W Magazine.

Chloe took the space next to the masthead with a photograph that looks to capture the essence of the "Chloe Girl" that
evokes a feeling of candidness.

T iffany & Co. featured Cameron Russell in its "There's Only One" campaign next to Mr. Tonchi's Letter From the
Editor. T iffany's campaign debuted this past fall and featured models in close up shots to convey intimacy while
showing off its  jewelry.

The ad campaign continued on the following two pages, featuring actress Zo Kravitz.
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Tiffany & Co. shows off Zo Kravitz. Image credit: T iffany & Co.

As part of his Letter From the Editor, Mr. Tonchi explains that in these new W Magazine print issues, readers will find
more in-depth features rather than short news pieces.

These editions will all feature an upgraded paper quality and visuals.

Keeping print alive
While many experts believe print is dying, a panel at Luxury Interactive explained that in the luxury world, the
medium will only become more precious.

Print is becoming less prominent and common in terms of marketing and media today, but panelists during the
Luxury Interactive session "The Creative Combination--Experiential, Innovative And Disciplined" on Oct. 16, stressed
that it is  never going away. Luxury brands have a stronger need to remain true to themselves to stay on top in such a
cutthroat industry (see more).
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